- Began shaving female’s heads, wouldn’t let wear jewelry and had to read bible and do work
- Duty was to learn how to be ladies, so when they got out, they were ready
- Regime comes off as cruel, sort of humiliation
- Later in 1817, association for the improvement of female prisoners, found prison was discussing and unclean and had poor rules, wanted to fix them

**Hue and Cry the Watch:**
- Most primitive form of policing
- Moral obligation to keep eyes on things
- Statue of Winchester (1285)
- any bystander could be summoned to assist watchmen or other citizens who witnessed an act of crime
- hue and cry- grab their pitch forks and ran after the person and yell stop you thief and, legal obligation
- once person caught, notify the justice of the peace
- kind of like crime stoppers, obligation to report what you’ve seen (unpaid, unarmed guarded gates and patrolled streets)
- appointed or elected to serve as parish constable
- maintained law and order

**Cuckoldry:**
- is referred to adultery; immoral sexual activity and submissive husband to his wife
- man w no backbone, referred to as cuckoldress
- victim could have their mounted horse and have its mane and tail shaven, mocking to be seen in streets